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Abstract: From an interdisciplinary theoretical perspective, this study uncovers how and to
what extent building supply chain relations impacts supply chain transparency in an industrial
context characterized by mistrust, complexity and privacy. By conducting a case study involving
a multinational fashion group and an influential NGO, this study investigates how a fashion group
forms supply chain relations that eventually influence their transparency performance. The fashion
group under investigation initially started disclosing information about their supply chain actions
in order to ensure legitimacy and protect the brand image. Nevertheless, the group started sharing
more information about their supply chains, changing the perspective from a legitimacy driven
reactive approach toward an ethics driven proactive approach. Particularly, supplier engagement,
commitment and leadership appear to be antecedents to supply chain transparency. The study
also reveals the novel influence of NGOs on supply chain transparency. Fashion Revolution has
been substantial to drive fashion companies to obtain and disclose information about their supply
chains. Supply chain visibility and stronger partnerships are required to overcome problems relating
to supply chain complexity on the way toward transparency. Results suggest that supply chain
engagement is fundamental for supply chain transparency, and that NGOs play a pivotal role to
enhance transparency through knowledge sharing and awareness increasing. The results provide
numerous implications that can help industrial practice and research improve the status quo.
Keywords: transparency; fashion industry; case study; sustainable supply chain management;
fashion sustainability; supply chain relations; relational theory; collaboration; power

1. Introduction
Undoubtedly, the industrial growth witnessed in the last century resulted in significant societal
as well as economic benefits, including the increase in wealth, prosperity and living standards.
Nevertheless, while all of these positive outcomes being registered, alarming side effects also emerged,
which in turn have affected social and environmental equilibria causing inequalities. As these issues
were getting pretty evident, public opinion started questioning the impacts of human actions on the
finite natural resources. Accordingly, this awareness was transformed into a visionary concept as the
sustainable development defined by the World Commission on Environment and Development [1],
that is, “the development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of
future generations to meet their own needs”. Initial concerns predominantly focused on environmental
sustainability, leading to a growing interest in green supply chain management (GSCM) [2]. In the 2000s,
both research and practice evolved into a larger domain, sustainable supply chain management (SSCM),
by including both social and environmental dimensions [3]. SSCM domain and a wide range of theories
applied within acknowledge the fact that organizations pursuing the desire of economic growth have
also environmental and social responsibilities.
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Globalization and growing dependence on supply networks have resulted in resources exploitation,
and, consequently, in a number of critical social and environmental issues [4]. As such, when companies
pressure their suppliers to have production done faster and cheaper, the suppliers, particularly those
located in low-cost counties, might engage in risky behavior such as child labor or overtime [5].
Nonetheless, such unethical actions taken by the suppliers entail reputational and economical risks
for the brands [6]. Frequently recorded scandals, including the manufacturing building collapse [7],
child labor [8], toxic chemicals [9], mass worker fainting [10] result in reputational damages [11] while,
at the same time, show that the industrial settings we operate in, for example the fashion industry [12],
is not sustainable. The current state of natural resource scarcity combined with the populational growth
underlines that the change cannot to be postponed any longer.
Among the various industries, fashion emerges as an interesting industry that is dependent upon
globally dispersed, complex and fragmented supply networks [13]. The fashion industry is the world’s
third biggest manufacturing industry behind only automotive and electronics and it is generally
defined as the industry that deals with making and selling clothes. Being one of the most polluting
industries in the world [14], fashion is characterized by low supply uncertainty ang high demand
uncertainty [15], short product life cycles [16] (especially in fast fashion segment), tremendous product
variety [12] and complex as well as fragmented supply chains [17]. All these aforementioned aspects
make the management of fashion supply chains an extremely complex activity [18]. The main actors
involved in fashion supply chains are raw material producers, manufacturers, contractors and retailers
with the majority of the environmental as well as the social impact being generated at raw material
production and processing stages [19].
Apparel manufacturing starts with the product design, usually some weeks before the production.
The design stage is essential in this industry, and is almost never outsourced by the brand company,
unlike production. In fact, since the 1960s the majority of the fashion industry has been relying on
sub-contractors to produce garments. Despite the growth of technological innovations, the fundamental
process of sewing remains labor-intensive [20] with capital and knowledge requirements not significant.
This puts pressure on manufacturers to search for low-income environments to locate factories,
often leading to issues in terms of industrial safety and workers exploitation. The majority of labor is
therefore located in low-income countries and composed of young people, mostly female, e.g., 80% of
75 millions working in fashion supply networks are female between the ages of 18–24 [21].
Despite its direct impact on sustainability in terms of natural resources [22] and social
sustainability [23], this industry is not widely investigated by the academic community [3] even
though there exist a number of curious research avenues. Sustainability encourages the responsible
use of scarce natural resources while sustainability and fashion, particularly luxury, is often considered
an oxymoron due to certain material choices and social segmentation. It is considered difficult to
ensure sustainability when there are a number of factors that are critical for the market success [24]
that might become questionable to ensure responsibility.
Environmental concerns are pretty well-known in the fashion industry where the extensive use of
water, energy and chemicals required during the manufacturing processes as well as the generation of
waste and emissions emitted during the production and transportation stages result in a significant
environmental footprint. On the other hand, due to the already cited trends of globalization and
outsourcing to the developing countries, social scandals in fashion supply chains have become common
occurrences, including child labor, safety issues, forced labor and low wages. Given the dependence
on suppliers, it is not enough to implement sustainability strategies pursuing an organizational logic.
Sustainability goes beyond organizational boundaries [25]; therefore, it is fundamentally needed
to pay attention to the relations throughout the supply chains. That being said, it is vital to spread
sustainability across supply chains [26] by pursuing rather collaborative approaches [27,28].
Sustainable supply chains require transparency [29], and transparency in supply chain information
is growingly demanded [30]. Even though companies are expected know about their supply chains,
prior research, however, indicates a lack of transparency about lower tier suppliers [31]. Transparency
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is not easy to ensure and enhance, especially for those industries having globally dispersed supply
chains. Indeed, the embedded complexity of the supply chains leads to a lack of visibility for the
brand owner which then results in low performance in terms of public disclosure [32]. Supply chain
transparency is minimal in the fashion industry; yet, it is pivotal to ensure [33] for which collaborative
relationships with the suppliers appear to be strong antecedents [34].
This study is positioned at the connection between supply chain management and sustainable
operations literatures. It pursues an exploratory and anthropological approach by setting its context as
the fashion industry. From an interdisciplinary background, the study adopts theoretical constructs
to investigate how and to what extent supply chain relations, power use and collaborative actions,
in the broader supply chain setting, can influence transparency. By doing so, it also aims at being
one of the few contributions to underline the impact of NGOs in facilitating this process. Specifically,
the twofold objective of this article is to understand the way by which brands form collaborative
relationships in order to enhance transparency and to explore how NGOs can facilitate this process.
The article adopts the relational view as the guiding theory while undertaking three theoretical
constructs to fully explore fashion supply relations and conducts an exploratory case study including
an internationally acknowledged fashion group and an important NGO on fashion transparency.
Results reveal that supplier engagement, commitment and leadership appear to be antecedents in
order to enhance supply chain transparency while, at the same time, NGOs are observed proactively
pushing companies to disclose more information about their supply chain operations. The rest of
this paper is organized as follows. Firstly, Section 2 channels the theoretical background, where the
relational theory is explained and the knowledge about the adopted theoretical constructs is addressed.
Subsequently, the research questions are reported, reflecting the research gaps emerged during the
literature review phase. In Section 3, the methodology employed for the empirical analysis is given.
Section 4 encapsulates the findings of the case study conducted together with a discussion of the
outcomes obtained. Finally, Section 5 encompasses some final considerations, limitations and possible
future avenues for further research.
2. Literature Review
2.1. Relational Theory
Various theoretical perspectives have been adopted to investigate SSCM practices and stakeholders’
involvement in them [35]. To illustrate, the stakeholder theory, one of the most frequently used theories,
argues that a company has responsibilities for a wide range of stakeholders, including shareholders,
customers, employees, as these stakeholders both affect and are affected by the company’s actions [36].
Another important theory, the resource-based view (RBV) indicates that competitive advantage is
closely linked to a company’s resource base [37]. Although the RBV is useful to understand how
a firm reaches above-normal returns, it underestimates the fact that (dis)advantages of a firm are
usually related to the (dis)advantages of the network of relationships in which the firm operates [38].
It therefore falls short in explaining how firms gain competitive advantage in network environments
where firms maintain multiple collaborative relationships with alliance partners. RBV has been
extended into the state of natural resources (natural-resource based view) [39] and supply chain
relations (the relational view) [40].
The relational view takes an inter-organizational perspective and views the linkages between
firms as the sources of competitive advantage [23]. Having extended beyond the RBV, the focus of
relational view is on the relationship with other firms within the supply chain rather than looking at
the internal capabilities and resources of the firm. For this reason, this theory is adequate to investigate
the sustainability driven collaboration implemented amongst supply chain actors. According to the
relational view, resources and capabilities are more valuable when combined in unique ways, resulting
in an advantage over competitors unable or unwilling to do the same. In this view, developing
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a competitive advantage is about generating relational rents, supernormal profits jointly created in the
relationship which cannot be developed by firms in isolation [38].
Four main sources of relational rents include:
•
•
•
•

Investment in relations specific assets (site specificity, physical asset specificity, human asset
specificity) representing economic barriers for new entrants;
Investment in knowledge sharing which result in a sustainable advantage for the actors which are
sharing it, due to the incapability of competitors in imitating this process;
Complementary resources and capabilities which guarantee higher firms’ performances through
synergies exploitation at a lower cost;
Effective governance mechanisms based on self-enforcing agreements allowing to minimize
transaction costs and strengthen the partnership relation.

The aim of these rents is to move away from arm’s length market relationships in which all
competitors can easily duplicate that relational typology, as there is nothing unique about an arm’s
length interaction established between the partners. In particular, there are factors that can influence
the outcomes in terms of relational rents, which can be grouped and named as the relational capital,
including mutual trust, communication, incentives alignment, relationship history, commitment,
and absorptive capacity during knowledge transfer [23,27]. In this direction, relational rents are difficult
to imitate, as competing firms not only encounter difficulties in finding a partner with the requisite
complementary strategic resources but also have difficulties to access the needed capabilities since
these show a specific path dependence.
2.2. Collaboration
Since consumers, and stakeholders at large, do not differentiate between the supply chain actors,
it is the brand owner that is deemed liable to extend sustainability along the chain [41]. Broadly
speaking, when a buying firm encounters shortcomings in its suppliers’ sustainability performance,
it can either invest resources in order to increase performance or look for alternative suppliers [42].
Sustainable suppliers appear to be a scarce resource, so firms tend to prefer the first option. In fact,
it is difficult for the buying firm to find suppliers with an appropriate level of awareness regarding the
management of environmental and social issues that can, at the same time, match the quality standards
required for materials [27].
Two practices useful to enhance suppliers’ sustainability performance are given by assessment and
collaboration. The former typically relies on power, while the latter on trust. Assessment (monitoring
and evaluation) generally aims at controlling suppliers’ outputs with respect to specific performance
criteria through the means of questionnaires, non-regulatory standards or audits [42]. Supply chain
collaboration constitutes a partnership process in which no less than two independent parties work
together for the fulfilment of common goals and mutual benefits. Collaboration can be either vertical,
with suppliers and customers, or horizontal, with competitors and third parties like NGOs [37].
An attempt to address supply chain collaboration for sustainability in its broad perspective is the one
of Chen et al. [37] that provides a framework classifying the typologies of collaborative relationships.
Collaborating with suppliers generally consists of training and education practices as well as
of financial support aiming to jointly improving the sustainability performance. In order to achieve
a sustainable value chain, both assessment and collaboration are needed, as they are positively
associated [43,44] However, the way in which a relationship can move from the burden of compliance
to a more collaborative context needs to be further investigated [45]. Factors that appear to be
supporting the establishment of a collaboration consist of trust, commitment, complementary resources
and capabilities, and investment in supplier development activities [27]. While, the buying firm’s
leadership/power seems not essential to reach an advanced sustainability level [46].
In global and fragmented industries, like fashion, where there is a high level of outsourcing
to developing countries, collaboration emerges to be a fundamental aspect to spread sustainability.
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However, collaboration activities in this direction still deserve to be advanced, meaning that firms
should extend sustainability across the entire chain. As previous research reports, fashion brands can
adopt several strategic approaches to sustainability, according to the importance given to these matters.
Nevertheless, it requires a holistic commitment, that is, a buyer could be proactive in adopting social
and environmental practices, but unless its suppliers are interested in sustainability, it is possible
that any sustainability effort could be futile [47]. Furthermore, involving NGOs and trade bodies
can facilitate the collaboration by sharing knowledge and resources. However, the role of NGOs,
in terms of contribution to benefits generation and trust and commitment enhancement requires further
investigation [23,48]. In particular, there is little known about social sustainability [37], stressing the
shortage of researches exploring how supply chain collaboration can improve social sustainability.
2.3. Power Distribution
Power in supply chain relationships is the ability of one firm to influence another firm [49].
A main driver leading firms to extend sustainability is represented by the stakeholder pressure [28].
In accordance with the institutional theory, three driving forces include normative (e.g., customers and
NGOs), coercive (e.g., government) and mimetic (e.g., depending on competitor initiatives) pressure.
Prior research related to the stakeholder pressures have somehow mixed and conflicting results.
This occurs due to the fact that companies pass through different evolutionary stages during
their sustainability journey, ranging from being non-adopters to full adopters [46]. In particular,
it emerges that government pressure remains high throughout the evolutionary path, while the pressure
coming from the consumers becomes crucial moving towards the full-adopter phase. Among these
aforementioned pressure categories, it is worth exploring the NGOs’ role. Even though their influence
seems to have no effects [50], scholars perceive that this result might not in line with reality. Therefore,
the changes initiated by the forms as a result of this pressure represents a rich research opportunity [35].
As regards customer pressure, there is an influence exerted by the customers as an essential driver
that motivates firms to begin and sustain the SSCM development process [51], but it requires an effective
sustainable process management (internal practices). The direct relationship between the customer
pressure and sustainable supply management (external practices, like assessment and collaboration) is
fully mediated by a sustainable process management. Concerns coming from external stakeholders are
generally moved toward the suppliers. In fashion supply networks, the relationship between a brand
owner and its suppliers is usually characterized by power asymmetry, given that a supplier usually
serves one major buyer, which in the majority of cases is a large fashion group. Therefore, no matter
which is the level of supplier motivation in developing sustainable practices, a low interest coming
from the focal company will lead to a basic level of adoption of external sustainability practices [47].
In the fashion industry, stakeholders’ pressure, especially the one exerted by NGOs and media, turns
out to be really relevant as a driver [33]. However, it is not enough to concentrate on incentives coming
from the external actors; as much more interest should be paid to the capability of companies to react
on the eventual consequences of their suppliers’ management approaches.
2.4. Transparency
Transparency is making sustainability information available to the public [52]. In the context of
corporate accountability, transparency refers to the ability not only to “know internally” that firms are
exercising diligently, but also to “show externally” that this is really the case [53]. Concerns relating to
the use of forced or child labor, health and safety conditions, and living wages are gradually resulting
in stakeholders calling for more visible and transparent corporate practices. Therefore, keeping the
secrecy of corporate wrongdoings has become extremely risky [54]. Transparency is seen as a means
towards sustainability improvements rather than a mere end [53].
A company is considered transparent when it publishes the names of specific suppliers,
their sustainability conditions and relevant purchasing practices related to each of them [32]. By moving
forward, a more holistic definition is provided, which also includes the disclosure of sustainability
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impacts, policies and commitments, sustainable actions undertaken and their relative effects [53].
In recent years, fashion brands have responded to public sustainability campaigns, such as Fashion
Revolution’s Transparency Index. However, companies seem to be reluctant to move beyond basic
disclosure toward increased transparency [55]. In this vein, it becomes evident that even though there
are noteworthy efforts to increase corporate sustainability at large, there has been less progress related
to SC transparency [14].
Consumers’ trust can only be regained through open communication and information, and
transparency is becoming a fundamental issue within the fashion industry. Stakeholders consider the
“made in” attribute less relevant than the “made by”, which requires a lot of information to be gathered
about manufacturing stages. This activity is, however, really challenging since production processes are
fragmented across several countries throughout complex supply chains. Despite prior contributions
into the state of supply chain transparency in the fashion industry [5,11,56,57], fashion’s transparency
performance is still low in comparison with what is required by the stakeholders, underlying that both
research and practice are needed to enhance transparency in fashion supply chains.
Transparency and traceability have always been problematic in and across global supply chains;
however, research shows that innovation and technology is gradually utilized to enhance transparency.
Blockchain technology is being applied across various industrial settings, for example in maritime
shipping supply chain to enhance efficiency and improve visibility [58], and in rental service platforms
to disclose product information to the customers [59]. Furthermore, some fashion companies adopt
technological tools to enhance transparency within their supply networks. Hugo Boss is using the
blockchain technology in their cotton supply chain. Similarly, Everledger tracking and tracing the
authenticated source of diamonds has encrypted the source of more than 2 million diamonds since 2015.
What emerges is that transparency and traceability solutions, including the blockchain technology,
requires strong organizational and supply chain capabilities such as collaboration, governance of
these efforts and leadership [60]. It is therefore crucial to understand how the supply chain dynamics
pertaining to collaboration, power use and supply chain relations could be established and coordinated
to inspire, guide and implement mechanisms (technology-driven or human-driven) in and across
supply chains to enhance transparency. The next section translates all knowledge gaps encountered in
the extant literature into formulated research questions followed by the explanation of methodological
steps taken throughout the study.
3. Methodology
3.1. Research Objectives
This section summarizes abovementioned theoretical gaps and translated them into research
questions for providing knowledge contributions. The majority of existing research addresses the
way in which supply chain collaboration among actors can enhance the environmental dimension of
sustainability with little known about the way in which collaboration can guarantee a higher level of
social sustainability along the chain. In particular, there is a need for more empirical evidence to link
the fields of collaborative networks and social sustainability, especially transparency [32]. A growing
concern for transparency in fashion supply chains represents an unexplored area of research. To date,
studies have focused on providing a comprehensive transparency definition with little known about
how a brand can enhance the level of transparency along its supply chain. To this end, this study aims
to explore:
RQ1. If, how and to what extent does a brand form collaboration with other supply chain actors
in order to enhance transparency?
Different studies have investigated the importance of stakeholder pressure as a driver for
sustainability implementation along the chain, arriving at opposite outcomes. In particular, among the
external stakeholders calling for brands for increased transparency is NGOs that deserve a particular
interest. Given the research gap about the role and actions of NGOs in inducing brands to extend
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sustainability, there is a knowledge gap on the role of NGOs for leveraging supply chain transparency.
Hence, the second question is formulated as:
RQ2. If, how and to what extent do NGOs influence the brand to enhance transparency?
It is not enough to explore which are the actions undertaken by NGOs in order to push brands
disclosing information. It is indeed more interesting to investigate the effects of this influence on
buyer-supplier collaborative relationships. In fact, it is not ensured that there exist implications of
NGOs actions on supply chain collaboration process, and that this could lead the brand to advance the
level of collaboration through an improved partnership with the suppliers. In this sense, there is no
guarantee that the eventual collaboration decisions undertaken by the brand in response to the NGO
pressures have a long-term orientation. Therefore, this study asks:
RQ3. If, how and to what extent does the NGOs influence affect the collaboration between the
brand and the supply chain actors?
3.2. Methodology Justification
Qualitative research is different from quantitative research on the basis of entirely different
philosophical beliefs. A case study is an empirical inquiry exploring an on-going phenomenon within
a real-life context. It is adopted when a how or why question is asked about a contemporary set of events
over which the investigator has little or no control [61]. Accordingly, since this study aims at fully
exploring practices that a fashion brand implements in order to build a sustainable collaboration with
suppliers to improve transparency, and at understanding how this process is influenced by external
actors, the case study method is deemed adequate and subsequently adopted. Furthermore, a case
study approach is the best option to explore collaboration when dealing with complex relational and
social aspects, as it allows to capture the dynamics behind the system [48].
By studying a phenomenon in a specific context, the findings of a case study provide insights into
how the phenomenon actually occurs in a given situation. This intrinsic methodology characteristic
provokes criticism concerning the wider contribution that the findings can generate. Typical complains
deal with the lack of outcome generalizability and objectivity. However, a case study has the objective
to understand and to theorize by generalizing to theoretical propositions and not to populations [62].
Case research indeed turns out to be one of the most powerful methodology for the new theory
development [63]. This study opts to investigate a case to cover both the phenomenon and the context
in order to generate a number of operational steps. That being said, this study adopts the case study
method by using interviews and observations to gather information to obtain and examine detailed
knowledge in order for capturing the so called “lived reality” [37].
3.3. Case Selection
As reported earlier, this study is positioned at the connection between supply chain management
and sustainable operations literatures. By pursuing an exploratory and anthropological approach,
it investigates sustainable supply chain management and transparency in the context of fashion.
Exploratory cases seek to explore any phenomenon by investigating general questions, which are
meant to open up the door for further examination of the phenomenon observed. It actually results the
best method to be applied when exploring new frameworks and mechanisms relevant to under-studied
research topics, as in this article [64]. This article opts for a single case to increase the depth of the
analysis regarding common practices and actions. This mainly because little or nothing is known,
especially in the fashion sector, about the way collaborative activities can lead to enhanced transparency
and about the way NGOs’ actions facilitate this enhancement. A case capable of shedding light on the
themes under investigation is a project named as “Fashion Transparency”. The main actors involved
represent a fashion group and an NGO.
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3.4. Sample Selection
The organization picked for NGO is Fashion Revolution. The company under investigation is
Group 1. Group 1 is an influential company, owning a portfolio of roughly thirty major fashion brands.
The group is well known for its strong commitment to sustainability. In particular, Group 1 brands
are indeed some of the few fashion brands showing quite strong results in terms of supply chain
transparency. To illustrate, Brand T is one of the signature brands of Group 1. In order to provide further
evidence and illustrations in terms of how supply chain information is disclosed, e.g., commitments,
actions and so on, this study specifically analyses the supply chain information that belongs to Brand T
and that is reported by Group 1.
Fashion Revolution, on the other hand, has been chosen due to their dedication and influential
work on supply chain transparency, resulting in a growing number of brands disclosing supply chain
information publicly. Fashion Revolution is a global movement created in 2013 in response to the
Rana Plaza disaster happened in Bangladesh on 24 April of that same year. Since 2016, Fashion
Revolution adopts an index called “Fashion Transparency Index”, which scores and ranks the biggest
global fashion and apparel brands based on the information disclosed to stakeholders. The index
takes into account five key performance areas: Policy & Commitments; Governance; Traceability;
Know, Show & Fix; Spotlight Issues. Each area and associated questions to investigate the companies’
transparency performance are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. Fashion Transparency Index Performance Categories.
Policy & Commitments

Governance

Traceability

Know, Show & Fix

Spotlight Issues

What are the brands’
environmental and social
policies?

Is there board level
responsibility for the
company’s social and
environmental impact?

Does the brand publish a
list of its suppliers, from
manufacturing to raw
materials level?

How does the brand assess
implementation of its
supplier policies?

What is the brand doing to
address issues like gender
equality and female
empowerment?

How the brand put its policies
into practice?

Can a relevant person or
department be easily
contacted for doubts?

If so, how much detail do
they share?

How does the brand fix
problems when found in
its supplier facilities?

What is the brand doing to
support Freedom of
Association and the
payment of living wages?

How does the brand decide
which issues to prioritize?

How does the brand link
environmental issues and
human rights to its
supplier and employee’s
performance?

Does the brand disclose
assessment findings?

What is the brand doing to
tackle waste and recycling,
sustainable production
and climate change?

What are the brand’s future
goals to improve its impacts?

How can workers report
grievances?

To illustrate, Group 1 can be characterized by an interesting growth path from 2017 to 2019, as its
final score jumped from 24% to 57%. In particular, by looking at 2019 final scores of the 200 biggest
global fashion brands assessed, Group 1 scored 57% while the best in class resulted as 64%.
3.5. Data Collection
The primary source of data was semi-structured interviews supported by conversations and
observations made during industrial engagement events. The interview protocol can be seen in
Appendix A. As for the interviews, the interviewees involved are the CSR Sustainability Coordinator
for the EMEA market of Group 1 and the Country Coordinator of Fashion Revolution Italy. The research
protocol was developed in accordance with the theoretical constructs elaborated above. In addition to
personal interviews of around 40 minutes each, data was collected using secondary sources, such us
sustainability reports, corporate documents and online coverage, allowing, therefore, to strengthen the
overall findings [62,63].
3.6. Data Analysis
To ease the analysis process, the available reports were downloaded and converted into PDF format,
while the interviews conducted were transcribed in Word files. The first phase of the data analysis was
the coding. In particular, by reading the various documents, most relevant parts were highlighted and
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then reported. This was organized according to the source origin, namely company-related documents
or NGO-related documents. The output of this first analysis step was refined by extrapolating the
most relevant codes and eliminating duplicates. After having read multiple times the list containing
the resulting codes, they were grouped in categories according to common patterns spotted. The last
phase of data analysis consisted of the extraction of themes. Essentially, starting from the categories,
the same approach was adopted. Accordingly, the content was distributed among three main themes,
each one being respectively linked to one of the three theoretical constructs under investigation, namely
collaboration, influence and transparency.
4. Findings and Discussion
4.1. Enhancing Transparency
During the 2000’s, some of the brands of Group 1 were among several apparel companies accused
of using child labor in their supply chains. Since then, the progress towards social sustainability and
transparency has been made, which makes Group 1 one of the pioneers of sustainability. Nowadays,
the group holds itself accountable for what goes into their products as well as for how these products
are made. This is exactly what consumers want, and the group is more aware and wants to do business
with manufacturers they can trust. They increasingly look at transparency and sustainability credentials
of their suppliers before making a purchase. Group 1 is one of the brands trying to be more open
with the customers by using their website to share data about corporate sustainability and by inviting
people into the conversation. These data enable people to draw their own conclusions, supporting
what is stressed earlier [56], that is, transparency is beneficial because the public can monitor and see
the real issues across supply chains. Group 1 believes that there is nothing to hide and therefore it
adopts transparency as one of their guiding principles. To illustrate, Brand T was selected to report
some of the information disclosed. Extensive quarterly sustainability reports are among the steps taken
by Brand T towards progress on supply chain information disclosure.
By examining the information disclosed by Brand T, some patterns emerge and are categorized in
accordance with transparency dimensions supported by Fashion Transparency Index.
•

•

•

•
•

Traceability: Brand T, as well as other Group 1 brands, provides visibility into the state of supply
chain issues and risks, which are mainly concentrated at raw material stages. Indeed, the aim is to
ensure the responsible material sourcing by tracing them back to the origin. For example, factory
information is disclosed, and supply chain sourcing map is provided.
Purchasing practices: Brand T, as well as other Group 1 brands, gives information related to the
various sustainable practices adopted during the sourcing phase. For example, further information
is given about the fact that cotton grown in a sustainable manner is purchased and tanneries that
are compliant with the leather working group’s assessment methodology are partnered with.
Commitment: Brand T, as well as other Group 1 brands, reports sustainability targets that is
committed to achieve. For example, targets include VOC reduction targets, the increased use of
ROR materials, PVC free production, and the increased use of renewable energy.
Actions: Brand T, as well as other Group 1 brands, not only discloses the targets to reach but also
provides actions and best practices to be shared.
Effects: Brand T, as well as other Group 1 brands, ensures exhaustive awareness to their customers,
therefore the brand describes the effects that disclosure decisions undertaken have on the
environment and on the society.

By disclosing the supply chain information, in the form of supplier list and online traceability
maps, Brand T has demonstrated that materials are sourced in a responsible manner, respecting global
human rights and avoiding deforestation. Transparency also helps Brand T, and consecutively Group 1,
to evidently address that substituting solvent-based adhesives with water-based alternatives lowers the
environmental impact while improving working conditions in factories. Further, Brand T quantitatively
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shows how using organic cotton reduces the amount of water and chemical use, which is directly
linked with farmers’ health and safety as well as ecological footprint. Through the use of certifications,
Brand T also ensures that the leather purchased is processed by using environmental best practices and
performance in all areas of production, from chemical, water and waste management to energy use
and traceability. By analyzing the last release of the brand’s sustainability report, it has been possible
to extrapolate some supply chain information disclosed, which is summarized in Table 2.
Table 2. Information Disclosed by Brand T.
Disclosure Category

Information Shared

Factory disclosure

The name, geographic location and SC stage is disclosed for all active factories

Target of average grams of volatile
organic compounds (VOCs)

Solvent-based adhesives release VOCs. Disclosing chemical consumption allows
to target high VOC-content materials for reduction, substitution or elimination

Actions to reach the VOCs target

Through engineering reviews, the use of water-based adhesive is promoted,
in order to facilitate VOCs reduction efforts as well as maintaining the
quality and physical integrity of products

Commitment to purchase cotton
grown in a sustainable manner

Brand T has the goal of having 100% of the cotton used in apparel, accessories
and licensed goods to be sourced more sustainably than conventional cotton

Sustainable tanneries for leather
purchase

All leather suppliers are audited according to protocols established by the Leather
Working Group (LWG). Performances are scored on a scale of Audited, Bronze,
Silver and Gold. Brand T is committed to source from tanneries with Silver
or Gold score

Commitment to increase the usage
of recycled, organic and renewable
(ROR) materials in footwear

Brand T has product development strategies for increasing the use of ROR
materials, which represent environmentally preferred materials

Actions to reach the ROR target

Brand T has developed design policies that require ROR content in all new
product development and has the objective to revise carry-over styles to engineer
in ROR where possible

Commitment to produce items that
are 100% PVC-free

Brand T is committed to look for and utilize PVC alternatives for items production

Actions to reach PVC target

Actions consist in seeking PVC-free materials and reviewing materials and
manufacturing equipment updates to guarantee PVC reduction

Commitment to have non per
fluorinated compounds (PFCs)

PFCs are chemicals found in durable water repellent (DWR), a coating added to
fabrics to make them water-resistant

Actions to avoid PFCs

Brand T has the goal to identify non-PFC chemistry innovations which can
guarantee the performance attributes required by products

Commitment to increase the usage
of renewable energy and improve
the waste diversion rate

To protect natural resources, Brand T looks at applying best practices from the
parent company’s zero waste facility

Vendor selection pre-screening

When considering new factories, social compliance performance is an important
aspect. This is ensured by having factories that provide evidence of their
performance by way of recent audits by other brands, external monitoring firms,
or social certificates

Supply chain sourcing map

Brand T, along with other Group 1 brands, has a full SC footprint map for one of
its most iconic products. It displays the number and locations of suppliers in a
region and users can zoom in for a close-up look at each supplier, including info
about onsite inspections, verifications and associate interviews

Service actions undertaken by
volunteer employees

Brand T discloses information related to the hours served by employees and the
number of events dedicated to the community wellbeing

Nevertheless, the greatest difficulty associated with transparency that Group 1 is facing is none
other than the supply chain complexity, supporting the earlier argument [65]. In particular, by moving
upstream in the chain, the number of actors to consider exponentially increases without a clear and
visible roadmap to pursue. “One day we made an analysis of one specific jacket and we traced the entire
SC: we ended up seeing that we have more than 100 suppliers just for one jacket. Actually, the size and the
complexity of how the textile industry has been set up are actually the biggest barrier. If your Supply Chain is
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made out of thousands of suppliers and each supplier has its own challenges, this is what makes difficult to be
100% transparent” addresses the CSR Sustainability Coordinator for the EMEA market of Group 1.
What emerges is that supplier engagement is essential to address complexity and increase supply
chain visibility. In line with that, Group 1 is working to transform supply chain relationships, moving
from conventional transactional exchanges towards partnerships. Supply chain complexity is a common
industrial problem in the fashion industry; yet, Group 1 is among the few companies aiming to fully
address it. To illustrate, a dedicated team (the Responsible Sourcing team) is constantly in touch with
the suppliers to support them through capacity development programs.
The relationships established have a long-term orientation, as Group 1 tends to avoid using
a supplier just for a single season or for a limited period of time. “What we do with our suppliers is to
create long term collaborations. Normally, we are not using a supplier only for one season. The idea is to keep
our supplier for a longer period. How do we create this relationship? It requires long term thinking” adds the
CSR Sustainability Coordinator for the EMEA market of Group 1.
This long-term collaboration follows a plan specifically developed to ensure continuous
improvement. A prerequisite for a collaborative relationship lies in the supplier selection process [2];
hence, Group 1 demands evidence in terms of a potential supplier’s sustainability performance.
Financial aspects are overshadowed by social and environmental sustainability during this evaluation
stage, and once selected, the suppliers are subject to continuous monitoring and control procedures;
as an instance, every facility involved in the manufacturing (cutting facilities, sewing plants, screen
printers, embroiderers, laundries and packaging locations) of Group 1-branded products is periodically
monitored to verify their compliance. This constant work is essential for the group to gain visibility
with an aim of ensuring a fair, safe and non-discriminatory working environment at supplier facilities.
This outcome is line with [42] stating that assessment is a necessary prerequisite for collaboration.
In addition to periodically performed audits, extra audits can also be carried out when there is a specific
situation about a supplier facility. For instance, part of ensuring an ethically responsible working
environment needs that employees can report any concern regarding potentially unethical activities
by using a grievance system taking place at each supplier facility. This grievance system allows the
workers to feel empowered to shed light onto some social or environmental issues that may need
greater attention. To regularly communicate the expectations, suppliers are continuously engaged
with the group activities, including meetings, traceability and verification checks, and quality controls.
For those suppliers that need support to meet the requirements, Group 1 provides guidelines and
support through a creation of remediation activities. Support offered includes training, development,
technical assistance and financing, where needed. Therefore, it can be described as a hand to hand
approach whereby every time when Group 1 has certain issues, it engages with their suppliers to
ensure not only the compliance but also the improvement. Nevertheless, suppliers need to demonstrate
a certain level of commitment towards sustainability to get access to this support [51].
For a focal company is not easy to reach sub-suppliers across lower tiers to gather information
and influence them to drive change towards enhancing transparency. Due to supply chain complexity,
this attempt is hindered and moving further upstream becomes more and more challenging. Group 1
has visibility on all tier 1 suppliers as well as on the majority of tier 2. The way in which the group
reaches further sub-suppliers depends on different aspects, such as the brand, the product and the
supply chain structure. Generally, dealing with suppliers is necessary to arrive at sub-suppliers.
Certain suppliers, like the ones located at tier 1, are exclusive to Group 1. Therefore, with most of
them the company has a really strong relationship based on trust, which represents a strong enabler to
gain visibility. Additionally, differently from what was declared by [46], being a large (and influential)
player makes things easier. Group 1 exerts a big leverage on suppliers. However, Group 1 uses their
expertise and influence to reach sub-suppliers and, therefore, to engage them through joint resolution
techniques to the end of enhanced transparency. In this way, it becomes possible to obtain and verify
information to disclose supplier lists and supply chain sourcing maps. “It’s really “let’s sit together
and see how we can help you make this happen”. The more we are committed to them, the more they are
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committed to us. It’ a two-way relationship” illustrates the CSR Sustainability Coordinator for the EMEA
market of Group 1.
Every year, the corporation enlarges the pool of suppliers to be engaged through collaborative
actions. For example, Group 1 is now trying to expand the pool of products that are completely
traced (the number is currently 9 but the goal is to increase the number of totally traceable products
up to 40). Undoubtedly, it will be practically impossible to ensure that without the involvement of the
suppliers. It is also challenging to ensure this for all product models. For this reason, at the initial stage,
products that are more relevant for the customers are chosen. However, at the same time, Group 1 is
truly committed that, regardless of the traceability status, all products are, and will be, made in more
transparent and sustainable ways. By leveraging on the strong relationships that Group 1 has with the
majority part of the suppliers, the objective is to institutionalize traceability as a best practice within
their global supply chains. In this way, as mentioned, factory disclosure could really become a means
to elaborate new standards and shared solutions, helping to advance sustainability conditions in across
the chain.
To address and ensure sustainability at lower tier supply chain stages, Group 1 makes a large
use of policy documents. Through policies, the company ensures that raw materials are sourced from
those that are committed to the use of environmentally responsible methods, respecting human and
animal rights, and maintaining traceability within their supply chains. Group 1 has policies in terms of
animal derived materials, forestry derived material and conflict minerals. These are able to guarantee
that certain components and certain materials are actually not present in the final product. To illustrate,
leather is no longer purchased from Brazil to help preserve the Amazon forest.
To deal with the supply chain complexity and with the limited direct control the group has on
upstream actors, Group 1 collaborates with other actors, such as industry peers, working groups,
academia, government agencies and NGOs by pursuing a multi-stakeholder mechanism. These actors
are able to identify possible improvements thanks to their localized knowledge. The company leverages
on the existing partnerships with them in order to develop policies and programs for assuring that
products come from factories that certainly meet the strong compliance principles. Suppliers that are
using recognized third-party certifications are qualified. For instance, Group 1 works with Better
Cotton Initiative (BCI) to source cotton and supports BCI by giving funds to support them to establish
on-field relationships with the farmers. Similarly, when it comes to leather, the group asks their
tanneries to be compliant with the Leather Working Group (LWG) specifications.
Supplier engagement and supply chain collaborations are fundamental to reach sustainability
targets (reduction of emissions, reduction of materials impact and so) and to enhance transparency at
large. Commitment, in this vein, appears to be a strong antecedent to enhance sustainability through
joint actions. Additionally, Group 1 engages the suppliers on topics such as renewable energy, climate
change, chemicals and traceability and helps them to get access to funds that eventually empower the
supplier communities. For instance, one of the group goals is to help 2 million people in their supply
chain by 2030 through a number of development programs dedicated to suppliers, aiming to enhance
well-being as well as health.
4.2. NGO’s Influence
Consumers demand sustainability [66] and transparency [57], and, consequently, a wide range of
industries, including electronics [34], apparel and footwear such as fast-fashion [31] and luxury [24]
are gradually paying attention to transparency. Yet, fashion, in particular, is a secretive business [17]
that has fragmented and complex supply chains [13]. In this challenging industrial setting, supply
chain transparency is not fully addressed. To bring the operational stages under the spotlight, the
public is growingly raising their voice to provoke companies to open up about their supply chain
stories. Fashion Revolution, founded in 2013, (www.fashionrevolution.org) is one of the most profound
NGOs requiring fashion companies to disclose supply chain information. "Consumers have the right to
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know where and how a garment has been made and if, during the manufacturing, people and planet have been
safeguarded", states Fashion Revolution.
Fashion Revolution works closely with the consumers through several engagement and awareness
increasing activities. Fashion Revolution therefore exerts an indirect influence on firms, mediated
by the consumers. By being engaged into the conversation, the consumers feel empowered and
demand information by asking one essential question: #whomademyclothes. Fashion Revolution
creates advanced awareness through multiple loops of learning, and, consequently, the consumers
use their voice to influence the brands, signaling a collective bottom-up approach. Responding the
research gap [55], it becomes apparent that NGOs do have the leverage to enhance transparency by
empowering the final consumers.
Particularly, Fashion Revolution creates tools, recommendations, publications and engagement
events to increase knowledge about sustainability performance of the fashion brands. By doing so,
it creates an open as well as transparent platform on which everyone can act upon the solution.
The consumers ask questions, demand information and pressure the companies to disclose more
information about their supply chains. The approach adopted by Fashion Revolution is based on
communication and education. It mainly consists of organizing and/or taking part in sustainability
events, conferences and conventions and of creating events with the students at their schools. Through
direct engagement, it becomes evident that they increasingly communicate and spread the message,
resulting in higher awareness and stronger demands. The first message the NGO wants to convey
is that the consumers have the opportunity to vote with their money for the world they desire by
choosing what and where to buy. This aspect is at the base of the systemic change aimed by Fashion
Revolution. Customers could and will choose those brands publishing supply chain information such
as where clothes are produced, what materials are used, if there are certifications related to the fabric
origin, if human rights are respected across the chain and if fair wages are taking place.
The main tool provided to the public in order to learn about transparency and sustainability actions
undertaken by fashion companies is the “Fashion Transparency Index”. Every year, a comprehensive
set of questions are sent out to fashion companies. Then, the Fashion Revolution team aggregates all this
collected information and performs their bespoke methodology to analyze the data in order to come
up with a final score. Every year, fashion companies are ranked based on their supply chain disclosure
and the Fashion Transparency Index indeed depicts a picture about who is more transparent and who
is not. In this way, by visiting Fashion Revolution website, the public becomes aware of who is doing
what. Furthermore, this represents rather an opportunity than a pressure, as such, fashion brands
can in fact have the opportunity to share information required by consumers while understanding
the weak areas where their performance must get improved. This outcome is in line with the earlier
findings [67] addressing that NGOs can be seen as a source of opportunity that companies can learn
from rather than a source of risk that can damage the company. "We tell our followers that it is very
important to be in touch with their favorite brands and to write to them, posting on social media direct requests
towards companies saying “I love your brand, I would like to buy it, but I would like to know more about where
and how your clothes are made”. Now we have access to customer services of every brand. You have to keep in
touch with the brands to show that you care, and you have the right to ask for more information" explains the
Country Coordinator of Fashion Revolution Italy.
Moreover, the index enables the companies to find out where to focus, as in the case of Group 1,
and where to improve from a communication perspective. To illustrate, Group 1, despite having
a strong function dealing with sustainability through ad hoc action plans, was not always able to
communicate the commitments as well as the achievements. Therefore, Fashion Transparency Index
has been a good tool whereby an industrial benchmark enabled the group to understand how other
industrial players communicate decisions and actions in a better way. Coherently with what was
addressed previously [41], Fashion Revolution does not make distinction among brands, as all brands
are considered equally responsible regardless of their size and the strategic importance of their products.
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Fashion Revolution encourages the consumers to have a direct contact with the companies by
using social media and customer services through which people can directly request information from
their favorite brands about how and where their clothes are made. Therefore, the NGO role is mainly
teaching and guiding people about which questions to ask and how to deal with them. By receiving
a lot of transparency inquiries, companies start realizing that they need to provide answers and that
there is a strong tendency among young consumers toward sustainability. “Consumers can go to our
website and see the transparency index to know exactly who is doing what. This is one of the tools. We like to
consider this an opportunity for a company rather than a pressure” states Country Coordinator of Fashion
Revolution Italy and adds “Companies that do not want to disclose information about their supply chains,
I could imagine they have some kind of little secrets to hide".
The desire to buy something made by pursuing ethical principles is becoming widespread among
consumers, demonstrating that companies need to be able to disclosure information. Given that
avoiding transparency is becoming more and more difficult for the brands, those who keep doing
business as usual will eventually lose their clients. This actually appears to be one of the strongest
motivations for fashion brands to improve their supply chain disclosure performance.
Fashion Revolution has successfully raised public awareness about the importance of transparency.
This resulted in millions of people calling out fashion brands to answer who actually made the clothes.
In the end, what emerges is that the final influence on the fashion companies is actually remarkable.
This is confirmed by a significant increase in terms of the number of companies disclosing information.
That is, Fashion Transparency Index revealed that 37% of 150 major global fashion brands disclosed
information about their manufacturers in 2018, a rise from 12.5% in 2016. An average 5% increase
was witnessed between 2017 and 2018 relating to supply chain transparency amongst 98 major global
fashion companies.
4.3. Effects on Collaboration
During the last decade, Group 1 has shown progress by adopting a radical shift in terms of supplier
management strategies, moving from compliance to collaboration. Group 1 has opted to directly work
with their business partners rather than pursuing basic efforts such as audits and checklists. In addition
to acknowledging the market signals, top management commitment was also ensured to improve
supply chain sustainability and transparency. In this direction, a specific team (Responsible Sourcing
team) was established to improve sustainability across the portfolio brands. For Group 1, NGOs
influence has become central to detect issues and topics that the group was not aware of otherwise.
Brand T, and consecutively Group 1, has improved their Fashion Transparency Index performance over
the years. By acknowledging what Fashion Revolution demands and by providing evidence-based
supply chain information, Brand T has improved their transparency score. To illustrate, the level
of traceability was roughly 40% in 2018, it was increased to 68% in 2019 and it is scored more than
80% in 2020. NGOs and companies evidently cooperate to address issues with the latter sometimes
representing the proactive part, as in the case of Group 1. This cooperation allows to further engage
other supply chain partners in practices, resulting in enhanced supply chain visibility.
Collaborative relations with the suppliers can be accelerated by the brands, considering their
purchasing power. Thus, willingness and commitment are fundamental to engage supply chain actors
and enhance transparency. Supplier involvement, driven by their clients, help ensure sustainability
improvement and is deemed fundamental for spreading sustainability upstream. To summarize,
as illustrated by Figure 1, it can be roughly interpreted that NGOs influence the consumers to demand
transparency and pressure the companies. Companies, relatedly, feel the need to provide information
for which they look up at their supply chains partners to collect, analyze and disclose information.
However, this study could not differentiate the specific impact of NGOs on supply chain
collaboration for transparency enhancement. Nevertheless, it is sufficient to summarize that NGOs’
pressure is an essential driver that motivates companies to begin and to sustain a transparency
enhancement process while it requires an effective internal commitment to avoid greenwashing [51].
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NGOs are not a source of risk damaging the bottom line of their firms, but rather are actors helping
the companies to understand where their transparency performances could be improved. Companies
should actually change their mentality toward open and transparent information sharing, as the end
consumers seek nothing but the truth.
5.1. Managerial Implications
In supply chains characterized by trust deficits, power imbalance and fragmented dispersion,
there are substantial bottlenecks preventing supply chain integration. However, building long-term
and constructive collaborations between supply chain actors is one of the main antecedents to
supply chain sustainability. NGOs are engaging with a number of stakeholders to ask questions,
demand transparency and bring lower tier suppliers’ complex problems to the spotlight. An inclusive
conversation in which a constructive language is used can substantially change supply chain dynamics,
can reduce information asymmetry, and can, subsequently, improve the disclosure quality. Figure 2
is developed to show the extent to which the level of trust and collaboration can influence supply
chain sustainability and supply chain transparency. For example, companies that aim at legitimacy
are committed to basic monitoring and low level of supply chain information disclosure. To this end,
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Managers from fashion companies and/or other industries that have similar supply chain settings
are encouraged to form stronger relations to with their supply chain partners. Several suggestions can
be drawn to help them start taking actions.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Supply chain visibility: Get to know who operates within your operational landscape and beyond
Supplier integration: Build relations and understand how supply chain members can be helped
Capacity building: Develop tools and mechanisms to share with your supply chain members in
order to help improve supply chain performance.
Measure and improve: Use scientific tools and performance indicators to measure your supply
chain performance throughout.
Disclose and be transparent: Disclose evidence-based information about your supply chain.
Honesty and the truth are what today’s consumers are seeking.
Share, engage and join forces with multi-stakeholders to bring the change holistically.

5.2. Limitations
While providing some interesting and novel insights, the study has some limitations. First of
all, adopting a single case study has some limitations. Future research can, therefore, take certain
approaches to increase robustness. Firstly, investigating multiple fashion companies that are reported
by the annual Fashion Transparency Index could help explore supply chain transparency at a larger
scale. For instance, investigating and comparing how different brands approach policy commitments,
governance, traceability and critical issues across their supply chains could provide substantial insights
to better inform supply chain literature. In fact, future studies could gather similarities and differences
among collaboration practices adopted by fashion companies with their suppliers.
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Furthermore, it is suggested that future research can compare multiple fashion companies by
adopting a longitudinal perspective. Additionally, fashion context can be compared for another industry
with fragmented and long supply chains under NGO scrutiny, such as food or electronics. In particular,
this could result in insightful outcomes by elaborating the NGO’s role in increasing the knowledge
about supply chain transparency across multiple industrial settings. Furthermore, difficulties and
barriers faced by supply chain partners in forming collaborative actions could be another interesting
angle for future research. To this end, exploratory interviews are needed with lower tier supply chain
actors. Future research is encouraged to uncover lower tier supply chain stages, for example raw
material processors in fashion supply chains, to capture the darker side of the business reality in terms
of contractual pressures, power imbalance and information asymmetry.
Alternatively, this study embedded in supply chain and sustainability literatures can benefit from
other disciplines such as sociology (by investigating the perception of transparency between supply
chain actors) and fashion design (by exploring how design can influence supply chain transparency).
Further, the third research question has obtained only partial results in terms of the NGOs’ actual
impact on the collaborative actions between the brand owners and their suppliers. Therefore, future
researches could further elaborate this to get a more holistic view. Lastly, there is a growing literature
on the application of technology-driven applications and their impact on traceability [60]. Despite its
growing importance though, the full potential and critical aspects of the blockchain technology is yet to
be explored in the operations management literature [68]. Future research can therefore take a specific
perspective by investigating if, how and to what extent innovation, such as blockchain, can enhance
traceability and transparency in supply networks.
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Appendix A
The Interview Protocol
Introductory Questions
-

Can you tell me a bit about your current position within the organization?
Can you give me some background about the organization?
Questions (Brand)

-

How do you describe the decisions and the actions undertaken by your company in terms of
SC transparency?
#

-

Has this intention to increase transparency been influenced by NGOs? If yes, how have
you been influenced? How do you shift this pressure to suppliers?

In enhancing transparency, what are the difficulties, bottlenecks and risks encountered in the
various stages of the upstream SC?
How did you solve these difficulties and tackle risks? How do you form collaboration? Which
kind of collaboration activities do you adopt?
#
#

How do you form collaboration with suppliers? Do you use any incentive and reward
system to involve them?
How do you reach out to sub-suppliers? Do you have a direct relation with them, or you
implement other strategies?
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How do you describe the lessons learned in moving from a compliance-based to
a collaboration-based relationship?
How does the pressure coming from NGOs’ influence you to form or adjust collaborative actions
with your suppliers?
#

How do you create long-lasting collaborative relationships with your suppliers?

Questions (NGO)
-

Why is important to enhance transparency in a fashion supply chain?
Which information should brand owners disclose in order to be considered more transparent?
Which actions do you undertake to make brands aware of their level of transparency?
How do you influence their disclosure performance? Which actions should they undertake
with suppliers?
How do you incentivize brands to go beyond basic disclosure?
How are your actions influenced by brands’ characteristics?
Can you give me an example of a collaboration activity undertaken by brands or by suppliers
that aim at enhancing transparency?
How do you think you influence fashion brands to create or adjust collaboration activities with
their suppliers?
#

Have you observed any improvements in terms of supplier collaborations?
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